
Through assessments, training, and data analysis,
ValSource specialists plan, direct and implement
successful safety programs that ensure companies
are fully equipped to navigate the evolving
landscape of safety regulations and best practices.

With the addition of PIMSHQ innovative software,
ValSource Safety Solutions integrates people,
processes, and technology to form a holistic
approach to safety.

Together, ValSource + PIMSHQ helps organizations
create a positive safety culture where every
individual is engaged and working proactively to
reduce incidents and solve repetitive issues
together.

The Process

Proactive planning matters. ValSource Safety Solutions can swiftly
plan, direct, and implement an effective safety program to ensure a
safe, healthy, and accident-free project and work environment. 

We are skilled in corporate safety and risk management,
guaranteeing compliance with all applicable federal, state, county
and local safety-related regulations.

ValSource Safety Solutions combines expert consulting and safety
services with PIMSHQ - a pioneer in the field of safety management
software. This comprehensive solution provides clients with tailor-
made strategies that help create a more proactive and effective
safety culture among their employees.

001. Why ValSource for Safety? 
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Phase 1 - Knowledge Gathering
ValSource Safety Solutions works with your leaders
and specialists to gain an understanding of your
organization’s safety program by using
Environmental Health and Safety (EHS) gap and
culture assessments. 

With this information about the strengths and
areas in need of improvement, ValSource Safety
Solutions then develops options and a path
forward for your consideration.
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Phase 2 - Tailored Solution Rollout
Using the results of the assessment, ValSource
Safety Solutions provides customized training
courses, learning events, and engaging approaches
to reinforce EHS concepts that contribute to a
successful safety culture. 

Our experts can be guides and support for your
EHS team with the goal of sustainability.



Scan To Learn More

With our unique safety management software, PIMSHQ moves your organization from simply reacting to
incidents to engaging your people so they can identify potential problems in real-time.

This expands your organization’s EHS vigilance by empowering your workforce to identify hazards, reduce
risks, and reinforce the critical principle that safety is everybody’s responsibility.

Phase 3 - Integration of PIMSHQ 

Since 1996, ValSource has worked with hundreds of
pharma, biopharma, and medical device organizations
around the world.

Our 350-strong talent force has proudly served our
clients as advisors, trusted consultants, and highly
experienced program managers.

We offer a complete line of services to ensure client
projects speed-to-market and success. 

About ValSource
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Learn More
Scan:

info@valsource.com610.269.2808

ValSource.com 

The PIMS Safety application provides clients with
access to documentation and critical areas needing
attention from a safety perspective on-site
including:

Safety Tap-ins for Workforce Engagement 
Safety Documentation
Pre-task Planning and Management
Incident Investigations
Audits/Evaluations/Inspections/Permits 
Risk Management

About PIMSHQ 
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Established in 2002, globally recognized     
PIMSHQ | Engineering Software Solutions
combines the best of project, program, safety and
knowledge management into a collaborative
workspace providing real-time monitoring and
seamless data dissemination.

PIMSHQ provides a single robust data repository
and collaborative workspace for all organizations
to leverage documents, data, and detail.

PIMSHQ delivers large-scale projects to
completion, seamlessly.

https://www.pimshq.com/

